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p.1 

Tirey 

Situation 
The Island of Tirey, or as it is sometimes written Tireiy or Teree is the Ethica Insula of 

Adamnanus. It lies out in the Ocean, at a great Distance from the main Land, and very much 

detached from the other Islands. It is situated at about the Distance of Ten Leagues to the 

North West of Icolumbkil; and extends in Length nearly from North East, to South West, in 

the same Direction with its neighbouring Island of Coll. 

 

These two Islands, with the smaller ones that ly in the Sound between them, are stretched out 

in a streight Line, of above 30 measured Miles in Length, which varies but two or three 

points, from the general Direction of the main Land of Scotland, tho[ugh] they are distant 

from it near Twenty Leagues. 

 

Extent 
Tirey is above 8 computed Miles long, and in most places, about 3 broad, and by a gross 

Computation, seems to contain about 30,720 Acres1. These Acres are presently let, at the 

Rate of 6d a Piece  

 

p.2 

nearly, and [al]tho[ugh] the Lowness of the Price is indeed surprising, yet Tirey is the highest 

Rented Land in all the western Islands. It is the Property of his Grace the Duke of Argyll, and 

is chiefly inhabited by Campbells and MacLeans.  

 

 
1 *(LH margin) by an accurate Survey 13831 acres. 
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Hills 
 

Excepting three or four Hills, the whole Island is one continued Plain, which is every where 

so low, that from a great Distance at Sea, it escapes the View, and only the Hills appear, as so 

many Islands. The highest Ground in the Island, is at its South west Extremity, where there is 

a Hill about 500 Feet high, which slopes away to the North [and] East, but is steep, rocky and 

abrupt to the South West. 

 

In most other parts of the Island, the Shore is low and Sandy, running with a very gentle 

Slope into the Sea: [and] hence the Shallowness of the water in most places round the Island. 

From the South Extremity, there runs an extensive Rief of Rocks, with very shallow water 

upon them, for 6 Leagues into the Sea, exactly in the Direction of the Island. A thing which 

never happens in any of the Islands, where the Land is high. Both here, and in the Island of 

Coll, the Hills run nearly in a Line, according to the longitudinal Direction of both Islands. 

 

Harbour 
The Flatness of the Country, and the Shelving nature of its Shores, is attended with one 

Inconvenience, the want of a Harbour. There is not a Creek, round all the Island, where a 

Vessel of any Size can be safe, if the Weather is rough. The only Place of approaching to it 

 

p.3 

is at the Bay of Gott, which is about the Middle of the Island on the East Side. It is called by 

Adamnanus the Portus Campiluno, being an open Sandy Bay, in the Form of a Crescent. Here 

our Vessel lay two Days, about a Quarter of a Mile from the Shore, in four Fathom Water; 

but the Place is quite Shelterless; without Defence either from the Wind or the Ocean; and 

can be visited in Safety, only in the Summer Season, [and] in easy Weather. 

 

Tides 
It is remarked by D’Arfeville in his Account of the Voyage of King James the 5th through the 

Hebrides, that along the Coasts of Coll and Tirey, it is high Water, when the Moon is at 
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S[outh], one fourth S[outh] E[ast] But by the Information of the Inhabitants, Eastern [and] 

Western Moons make full Sea at Tirey. The Tide ebbs [and] flows regularly Six Hours: the 

Tide of Flood coming upon the Island from the South West, making its way from between the 

North of Ireland [and] Barra Head. Throughout the whole year, the predominant Wind also is 

from the South West. 

 

Springs 
The Island being so plain, and the Soil in most places deep and Sandy, its Springs are neither 

numerous nor large, tho[ugh] there is Spring Water sufficient to supply the Inhabitants. There 

is no standing Water in any Place, except *one Lake2, towards the Foot of the Rocky Hills at 

the South west End of the Island. It is about half a Mile long, its Water extremely clear, and 

its Banks covered with a fine Verdure. It is seldom frozen in Winter, and has usually a great 

Number of Swans 

 

p.4 

upon it. There was one still remaining, when I was there in the Month of July, owing 

probably to some Missfortune it had met with; for none of the Inhabitants had ever seen any 

Swan upon the Lake before in the Summer Season.  

 

The only running Water in the Island, is a small Brook that issues from this Lake, scarcely 

sufficient to turn a Mill. And tho[ugh] it were, could not be easily applied to this Purpose, as 

it glides to the Sea, thorough a deep Sandy Plain, in which there is very little Level. 

 

Sea 
There are strong Vestiges of the Encroachment of the Sea, on both Sides of this Island, and 

great Alterations it has made upon the Shores, within the Memory of the old People who are 

yet alive. It has advanced greatly upon the west Side, being the Quarter, from whence comes 

the heaviest Swell, and the strongest Winds. Here, in an extensive Sandy Bay, where the 

 
2 (LH margin) there are 5 Lakes 
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Ocean comes in with a very lofty Surf, it has of late years been continually threatning, to 

break entirely through the Island. The only thing that serves to oppose it, is a Mound of 

blowing Sand, running along the Shore, in some places, not above Six or Eight feet high. And 

should this feeble Obstacle give way, there is nothing to interrupt its Progress to the Sea on 

the other Side. For here, the Island is a dead Flat, very little elevated above ordinary 

Floodmark. 

 

The Inhabitants have already been so apprehensive of this alarming Irruption, as to be at 

Pains to heighten and strengthen this Sandy Rampart, with Rocks brought from a great 

Distance; and to repair the Breaches, which the Sea has already made in several Parts of it 

 

p.5 

Along the Shores of this Island, as in many other Places, the Sea itself, forms the most 

effectual Barrier, against the Violence of its own Billows. Driven by the Tides [and] 

Tempests, and boiling from the Bottom, it drives along, and deposites upon the Shore, the 

Sand [and] Sediment of the deep. This no sooner dries, than it is again in Motion by the 

Winds; and carried forward upon the Coast, forms those Hills of Sand, which are to this 

Island, and to many a Country, an immediate Defence against the Inundations of the Ocean. 

 

Soil 
Tirey has always been remarkable, among the Western Islands, For its Fertility, and the 

Goodness of the Crops. The Soil in general, is very deep, sandy, and full of Sea Shells, 

especially upon the Shores; but in the interior parts, there are many fine Fields, which partake 

largely of Clay. There is a great deal of Land in it, that has been kept perpetually in Tillage, 

long past the Memory of any one alive; bearing every year, a Crop either of Oats or Bear, 

without Intermission, and without any Assistance, except a few Sea Weeds put upon it, once 

in Two Years. This is an Extraordinary Phoenomenon, in the Nature of a Soil, not easily 

accounted for. The great Depth, the Moisture, and pervious Nature of the Soil: the Shells, 
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with which it is greatly replenished: [and] the Sea Spray, with which the whole Island is 

liberally watered; may conspire to promote, perhaps to produce, this uncommon Fertility. 

Of the 30,720 13831 Acres which the Island is supposed to contains there appears, by the 

nearest Guess, to be about two thirds, or 20,000 Acres which have been cultivated. A much 

larger Proportion than is to be found in any other of the Islands. There seems to be about 

6000 Acres 

 

p.6 

still to be reduced to Culture; consisting chiefly of Sandy Downs on the Sea Shore. The 

remaining 4720 Acres, may be the Amount of the Space, occupied by blowing Sand, by the 

Rocky Sides [and] Summits of the Hills, [and] other places which may be deemed 

irreclaimable. 

 

Rieve 
The Grass of the Island, as may be judged from the Soil, is extremely fine. It is free from 

Heath, Ferns, Rushes, and the like unprofitable Plants, and consists chiefly of such Grasses as 

usually grow upon Lawns. The numerous small Plains and Hills, covered with this fine Grass, 

and intermixed with Fields of Corn, render the Face of the Island extremely agreeable to the 

Eye. But there is one Spot, whose Figure, Equality and Verdure, render it one of the finest 

[and] most singular Views to be seen in Scotland. 

 

It is a Plain called the Rieve of Tirey, about 8 or 9 measured Miles in Circumference. It is 

nearly circular, has not the smallest Inequality, but is of the same dead Level throughout: its 

Soil is dry and its Grass as fine as that of a Bowling Green. About the first of June, when the 

Cattle are just upon it, it is all over as white as a Cloth, with Daisie and Clover. In that 

Season, there may be seen pasturing upon it at once, about 1000 Black Cattle, 2000 Sheep, 

[and] 300 Horses, intermixed with prodigious Flocks of Lapwings [and] Green Plovers. The 

Grass upon it is kept always low, but there is not perhaps anywhere, a Piece of Ground of 

equal Extent, capable of yielding more Pasture. After the first of June, it is a common 
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Pasturage, to all the Farmers in the Island, and while it remains so, must remain the finest 

unimproved Spot in Scotland 

 

p.7 

Climate 
Tirey, by being so Champaign, is much less subject to Rains, than the mountainous Islands, 

and is remarkable for the Mildness of its Climate, which feels no Disturbance, but from the 

South west Wind. It never suffers any considerable Degree, either of Heat or Cold. Its 

Summers are sufficiently hot, for the Vegetation of all the common Crops of Grain and 

Grass. And the Warmth of its Winters, appears to be greater, than that of any other part of 

Britain, or its adjacent Islands. Being far removed from any considerable Tract of Country, 

having neither high Land nor a wet Soil, and surrounded for a great Extent, by the warm 

Steams of the Ocean, the Cold in the Winter, very seldom advances to the freezing Degree. 

Whole winters do sometimes pass without Snow, and if it happens to fall by the same Causes, 

and the warm Sandy Nature of the Soil, it is quickly dissolved. It may be justly said of Tirey, 

with Regard to Britain, and for the same Reasons; what Cæsar observed of Britain, compared 

to the Continent, Coelum Gallico temperatius. 

 

Crops 
Such however, is their Summer Heat, that aided by the forward Nature of the Soil, it is 

sufficient to produce very quick and early Crops. In the Year 1762, the Hordeum vulgare of 

Linnæus, the common Bear or Square Barley, produced a Crop in 85 Days, being sown the 

28th of April, and reaped the 22nd of July. Linnæus informs us, that the same Plant ripens 

 

p.8 

in Lapland in 58 Days: being Sown the 31st May, the Crop was arrived at Maturity the 28th of 

July3. This was in a Latitude, where the Sun was in the Firmament, during almost the whole 

 
3 Linn. Flor.lapp.prolegomen 
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Time the Crop was upon the Ground. But there are few Places in Britain capable of ripening 

this Grain, within the Period above mentioned. 

 

After the Crop of Bear is reaped at this early Season, the People of Tirey usually plant the 

same Ground, with red Coleworts, the Brassica subra of Banhinus4, and they never fail to 

have a plentifull Crop, which lasts thoroughout the whole Winter. But some years ago, there 

was an Instance of a double Crop, much more extraordinary. A Field of Bear having been 

reaped very early in July, it was immediately plough[e]d and sown again, with the same 

Grain. And from this, there was a pretty good Crop reaped about the Middle of October. The 

only Instance perhaps known in Britain, of two white Crops having been reaped off the same 

Land in one Season. 

 

Inhabitants 
This Island has about1793 Inhabitants, and according to the above Computation of its 

Dimensions, contains 18 Acres for each Inhabitant. It sent 57 Men to the late War, and 

 

p.9 

of these, only 12 returned, most of whom received Chelsea Pensions. It composes a Parish,  

of which the Duke of Argyll is Patron, antiently called the Parish of Soroby, whose Minister 

was always Vicar of Iona, [and] Dean of the Isles. The Inhabitants are all Protestants, and 

there is a School supported in it by the Duke of Argyll, but having little or no Intercourse 

with Strangers, they have made no Progress in the Requisition of English, and there are not 

above 20 Persons in the Parish who can understand a Sermon in that Language.  

 

As they have no Wood, but what they bring by a long Voyage, in their open Boats, from the 

main Land, or the Isle of Mull; their Houses [and] Instruments of Agriculture, are very simple 

[and] mean. They are very ill supplied also with Fewel, as their Island affords but little Peat 

or Turf. But they are well cloathed [and] well fed, having plenty of course Linen [and] 

 
4 Pin.p.111.n.z. 
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Woolen Cloth, abundance of Corn [and] Cattle, [and] great Variety [and] Profusion of the 

finest Fish. 

 

Longævity 
They are in general extremely healthy and long lived. In the year 1764 there was a 

Gentlewoman living upon the Island, who from unexceptionable Authority was then 103 

Years old, but who died the year following. At the same Time, there were two Men alive of 

98, one Man of 90, two of 88, one Man [and] a Woman of 83, [and] three Women [and] two 

Men of 80. The whole being a large Proportion of Longævity among 1793 People. 

 

p.10 

Diseases  
They are but little subjected to chronical Dissorders, and most of them fall, either by old Age 

or Epidemic Diseases. The Ague is sometimes prevalent [and] mortal. But this is nothing to 

the Devastation of the small Pox, which rages here with a peculiar Malignity. This Disease 

visited the Island in the year 1756, and had not again returned in the year 1764. There were 

then about 105 Children seized with it, but upon Enquiring, how many of this Number had 

died, there could not be found a certain Account of one that lived, out of the whole Number. 

The Chincough also is almost equally direfull, [and] in Winter 1763, cut off 40 Children, in 

the Course of two or three Months. 

 

Antiquities 
From the Monuments that still remain, this Island appears to have been a favourite Seat of the 

Danes. The Vestiges of several of their Forts are still to be seen, especially of one or two in 

the interior part of the Island, which was contrary to the general Practice, of fixing them 

above inaccessible Precipices on the Sea Shore. Pol, which is the antient Scandinavian Word 

for Town, remains in the Names of a great many Places, as Kirkapol, Crossapol and Heylipol. 

There are here also several Cairns, [and] the Remains of some Circles of large single Stones, 

which seem to be of Danish Origin, both from their Appearance, [and] the Tradition of the 

Country. 
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Agriculture  
The Husbandry in Tirey, is conducted much after the same manner as in the other Islands; 

tho[ugh] by the Equality of its Fields, the fineness of its Soil, and the favourable Nature of its 

Climate, it is better adapted for Improvements in Tillage. The Lands are parcelled out into 

very small Possessions. The largest Farm is only 30£ ster[ling] a year: and from this, they are 

of various Rents down to 5£. The Soil every where admits of the Plough, so that there is not 

that Use made of the Spade here, that there is in the other Islands.  

 

Inclosures 
A great part of the Fields are inclosed with Walls of Earth, very broad at the Foundation, five 

or six Feet high, [and] covered with Grass from Top to Bottom. Without answering in any 

tolerable Degree, the Purposes of Inclosure; being built of a dry sandy Earth, they are 

perpetually crumbling to pieces, and create to the Husbandman a constant annual Toil. But 

were these Mounds of Earth covered with course, robust Hedges; by being filled with black 

[and] white Thorns, Crabs, Brambles, Wild Roses, and other Hedge Shrubs [and] Trees. This, 

would not only supersede the present Labour of their Reparation, [and] fence the Fields from 

all Inroads; but would mend the Climate, by sheltering the whole Island; [and] protect the 

Crops from the Strength of the Winds, which is almost the only Danger they have here to 

encounter. 

 

p.12 

Cattle 
The Cattle of every kind, range the Fields here, all the year round. The Farmers having 

neither Stables nor Cow Houses, collect no Dung; [and] Sea Weed is the only Manure their 

Grounds ever received, tho[ugh] many of them have been croped immemorially without 

Intermission. This Treatment of the Soil, never could be productive of a Crop, was it not for 

its uncommon natural Fertility, which even assuredly will decay, under this Management, but 

can never be advanced. The first and most important Step therefore, that the Farmers can be 
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put upon here, is, to provide Winter Forage, to house their Cattle, [and] preserve the Dung. 

This is but the common Rotine of every Country, where Agriculture has made any Progress. 

And every improved Country is a Proof, of its being the previous Step, to all other 

Improvements of the Soil.  

 

Grain 
Bear, Oats, Potatoes, and a little Rye, are the only Crops raised in Tirey. The two rowed 

Barley should undoubtedly be introduced here, notwithstanding the Fears which the  

Inhabitants express, of its being more easily shaken, than the Square Barley, and therefore  

less fit for their Climate. There is indeed a little, and but a little Difference, between the two 

Grains, in this Respect, yet any Dissadvantage that might arise from this, would be much 

overbalanced, by the superior Qualities of the two rowed Barley. It affords a better Grain, a 

larger Increase, [and] ripens in a shorter Period. Their Oats likewise require as great 

 

p.13 

an Alteration. For they sow at present, only a small Grey Oat, though both the Soil and 

Climate, would answer for white Oats, as well as in most parts of Scotland. 

 

Change of Seed 
The Farmers here, have also great Reason, not only to alter their Grains, but to attend 

carefully to the Quality, both of those they have, and of those they may acquire. Their Soil in 

general, is light, dry and Sandy, in which, all kinds of Grain do sooner degenerate, than in 

any other. Their Grains accordingly, are of the smallest Size, not from the infertility of the 

Soil, but from want of Management, and because they never practise any Change of Seed. 

Grain brought from different Soils, and from distant Places, would be the most effectual 

Change. But even within the Island, there is an Opportunity for this Purpose, which is 

neglected. 

 

The greater the Difference is, between the Soil that produces the Seed, and that on which it is 

sown, the greater constantly will be the Advantage. Tho[ugh] the Soil here, is in general, 
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Sandy, there are some Tracts in the Island of an adhæsive Clay. Yet the Farmers have never 

availed themselves of this Advantage; at least never through Design; by transferring 

reciprocally, the Produce of the one Soil, to the other. 

 

One Experiment of this kind, was lately made; by Mr.Campbell, the Duke of Argyll’s 

Chamberlain in the Island. 

 

p.14 

He brought Bear from Glasgow, and sowed it upon his Farm in Icolumbkil, where the Soil is 

of the same Sandy Nature with that of Tirey. The Grain which is produced, he sold one third 

dearer, than any other Bear, that was raised from the Seed upon the Island. This usefull 

Experiment, it is hoped, will lead others to the same Practice, [and] tho[ugh] never so often 

repeated, they may be always assured of the like Success. 

 

Hay 
Twelve Years ago, there was no Hay made in Tirey, but upon two Farms. The Practice is 

since become general, and upon every Farm, there is now some Hay preserved for the young 

Cattle, which is given them in the Fields, in Winter. The Hay is extremely fine, yet only the 

Natural Produce of the Soil, tho[ugh] there might be a great Advantage reaped here, from  

sown Grasses, as in any Place whatever. 

 

About ten years ago, Mr.Lauchlan Maclean Merchant in Glasgow, a Native of Tirey, 

caus[e]d Clover [and] Rye Grass to be sown here for the first Time. But tho[ugh] they throve 

exceedingly, the Experiment has never been repeated; nor can it be indeed, to any Advantage, 

till there are Inclosures sufficient to protect them against the Cattle, which roam throughout 

the whole Island, during Winter. And yet till the Farmers here, fall into the Practice of 

Artificial Grasses, or other Green Crops, they must want a third, if not one half, of the Corn 

[and] Cattle, which their Soil might otherwise produce. 
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Manures     
There are few Places better provided than Tirey, with Natural Manures. In the Middle of the 

Island, there is a great Body of white Marble, which burns into the finest Lime, but has never 

been used for any Purpose except for Building. As a Remedy for the general Lightness of the 

Soil, the Shores in many Places, are covered with the richest Sleech. And in other Places, 

there are Banks of Shell Sand, of pure Shells, and of white Coral, which would infuse 

wonderfull Fertility, into all the strong Soil in the Island. These, however have never been 

used, nor is their Use even known, tho[ugh] there is no Doubt, but that some Time or other, 

they will become a Source of great Improvement to this Island. 

 

Were the common Farmers but once prevailed upon, to make a fair Trial of these Manures, 

they would not stop, till they had pushed them as far as they would go. For tho[ugh] there are 

no People more backward, to any new Improvement, where they see not the Certainty of the 

Event: yet there are none, who can more assiduously pursue any Branch of Industry, when 

once they are perswaded, and especially when perswaded, by finding, that it is advantageous. 

 

p.16 

Turneps 
The want of winter Food for Cattle, which is the great Calamity over all the Highlands, might 

be more easily remedied in Tirey than any where else. For if Turneps can any where be raised 

with Success and Advantage for the Purpose, it is in this Island. The Soil is precisely adapted 

for them, [and] the Winter is open and free from the Frosts, which so generally destroy the 

Turnep Crops in other Places, if allowed to stand in the Ground till late in Winter. For this 

Reason, they might be preserved in Tirey throughout the whole Winter, [and] the great 

Losses prevented, to which both the Tenants and Landlord are subjected, by the Death of 

great Numbers of Cattle in the Spring, by absolute Want of Food. 
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Price of Commodities 
 £ sh d 

A Stone of Wool containing 22lb per Stone, and 22 Oz per lb - 8  - 

A Stone of Butter.  Same weight   - 6 - 

A Stone of Cheese.  Same weight   - 3 4 

A Stone of Salted Beef.  Same Weight   - 7 - 

A Stone of rinded Tallow.  Same weight   - 7 - 

 

p.17 

Price of Labour            
 £ sh d 

Wages of a Man Servant for a year   1 - - 

Wages of a Woman Servant for a year   - 17 6 

Wages of a Labourer, per Diem, with his Victuals   - - 3 

Price for spinning a Spyndle of yarn, from a lb of Lint weighing 22oz - 1 4 

 

 

Exports and Imports 
Tirey exports annually about 400 Bolls of Bear [and] Neal, which at an 

Average may amount to   

Note. The Boll of Tirey is near double that of Lithgow. 

 

£240 

 

- 

 

- 

It exports annually about 44 Ton of Kelp, which at 3£ 5sh per Ton,  

amounts to   

 

143 

 

- 

 

- 

It exports about 150 Barrels of Salted Beef, each Barrel being 32 

English 

Gallons [and] contains about 200 lb Weight of Beef. This may amount 

to     

 

230 

 

- 

 

- 

 

The Tallow of these Cattle is also exported. 
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There are some live Cattle exported, but as the Cattle of this Island when driven, are subject 

to a fatal Distemper, this oblidges the Inhabitants to salt the greatest part of their Beef, which 

they sell at Ports in the Clyde. 

 

A little Linen Cloth and Yarn is likewise exported, from 2 Hanks to a Spyndle out of the lb of 

Lint. Also a great Quantity of Aqua Vitæ. They import from the Clyde about 3 Hogsheads of 

foreign Lintseed annually, which is sold in the Island at 1sh per Scotish Pint. 

 

p.18 

Manufacture 
There is not any kind of Manufacture at present in Tirey, except that of a little coarse Linen 

Cloth [and] Yarn, which is carried on in the most imperfect manner. And yet there is no 

Country where the Linen Manufacture could be turned to better Account. The Soil and 

Climate are excellently adapted for raising Flax: most of the Inhabitants, especially the 

Women, are not half employed; [and] the Country affords great plenty of cheap Provisions. 

In the Rental of the Tirey Estate, above 150 years ago, the Tenants paid in kind, a certain 

Quantity of Linen Cloth called Towelling, which shows, that the Linen Manufacture, 

tho[ugh] it has made no Progress, is of very long standing in this Island. That part of the Rent 

has since been converted into Money, and is now called Towel Money. 

 

They have in this Island above a hundred Generations of the same Lintseed, which is now so 

totally degenerated, that the Crop it affords, is scarce above a Foot long. Of late years, they 

have got some small Quantities of foreign Lintseed, from which, they always raise exceeding 

good Crops; but are perfect Strangers to the proper management of the Lint after it is raised. 

Even this Lintseed is observed to degenerate quickly, and if due Attention was paid to the 

Lint Crop, there would be no Lintseed sown, that is produced in the Island. 

The first [and] most necessary piece of Encouragement therefore, towards promoting the 

Linen Manufacture 
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in Tirey, is to furnish the Inhabitants with foreign Lintseed at an easy Price. Their Access to it 

at present, is difficult [and] uncertain, but they are already so sensible of its Advantage, that 

they are glad to purchase it in a Retail way, at an extravagant Price. 

 

As they are already tolerably acquainted with raising a Crop of Flax, they stand not so much 

in need of a Flax raiser, as other Highland Countries. But they stand in great Need of the 

Assistance [and] Directions of a Flax Dresser; as they are totally ignorant of the right manner 

of pulling, watering, grassing [and] dressing the Flax, after it is raised. If an industrious Artist 

of this kind, was settled among them, and a Spining School erected, under the Care of an 

experienced Spining Mistress, there is no Doubt, but in a little Time, more than the present 

Rent of Tirey, might come to be paid by the Sale of Linen Yarn, as is already the Case in 

some other parts of the Highlands. 

 

Fishery 
Tho[ugh] Fishery might be turned to great Account in Tirey, there is not a Net, nor a long 

Line in all the Island. There are frequently very favourable Opportunities here, for the Hering 

Fishing in Summer. But every year, the Herings constantly abound in great Shoals, all about 

Tirey, from the Beginning of October to the End of December, which gives the Inhabitants an 

Opportunity of enriching themselves by the winter Fishery. This however they have always 

neglected, nor ever take any Herings, tho[ugh] during that Season, they are thrown up in vast 

Quantities upon the Shores, by every Violent Gale of Wind. 

 

p.20 

They are equally negligent with Respect to the Cod and Ling, which are to be found all round 

the Island in great Plenty and Perfection. Were they furnished with long Lines [and] Salt, a 

very profitable Trade might be carried on in drying these Fish, for which, the Climate [and] 

Shores of the Island are extremely well adapted. 
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Hemp 
As the Inhabitants of the Hebrides are a maritime People, whose chief Occupation should be 

Fishing, this points out the Hempen Manufacture, as one of the most proper for them to 

pursue. While the Manufacture of Linen may be resignd to the Women, that of Cordage [and] 

Sail Cloth should be the Work of the Men; nor can there be a fitter Employment for a hardy 

[and] Seafaring People. 

 

It would perhaps be most proper to begin this Manufacture with foreign Hemp, but it would 

become more advantageous, if it could be supported with Hemp raised in the Islands, and 

there is none of them fitter for the Purpose than Tirey. The Climate being more favourable, 

than in most of the other Islands, [and] the Soil dry, rich, [and] deep in many Places, by 

which Properties, it is excellently calculated for the Production of Hemp. 

 

In all the Islands, I did not see nor hear of a Field of Hemp except in the Lewes, where they 

have begun to raise a little, for the Use of their Fishery. The Trial fully answers their 

Expectation, and I there saw one Hering Buss, fitted out for the Bounty Fishery, whose Nets 

were all made of Hemp which grew in the Lewes. On the 
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16th of August I measured the Male Plants of the Hemp Crop in the Lewes, which are the 

smallest, [and] were but just come to the Flower, [and] found them in general to be about 4 

Feet three Inches long. This makes a good Crop of Hemp, but there is more to be expected 

from the Soil [and] Climate of Tirey. 

 

The Iron, Tar, Flax [and] Potashes of North America, have of late years, greatly diminished 

our Importation of these Commodities from the Baltick. Hemp has also been tried in several 

parts of that Continent, especially in New England, but has always failed. A Circumstance 

which encourages our Application to the Culture of this Article in Scotland. 
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Natural Productions 
 

Marble 
Towards the middle of the Island, there are extensive Rocks of white Marble, which in one 

place, have been quarried to furnish large Stones for forming a Barrier against the Sea, where 

it threatens to cut through the Island. It has also been burnt upon some Occasions for Lime,  

which it affords of a remarkable Degree of Strength [and] Whiteness. 

 

I brought two pieces of this Marble to Edin[burg]h, but found upon Trial, that they would not 

answer for cutting. They have many small round Holes, which are filled with a Concretion, 

not so white nor so hard as the Stone. Was it not for these, the Substance, Colour [and] Polish 

of this Marble, would render it extremely valuable. It has never been quarried but near the 

Surface, and it is highly probable, that the Stone at a greater Depth, would be found more 

solid, [and] entirely free from these Holes. 
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Copper      
The general Rock of which the Island of Tirey consists, is remarkable in many Countries, for 

being fruitfull in Metals. It abounds in the mining Countries in Norway [and] Sweden, and it 

is remarked by Linnæus, as being frequently the Matrix of Copper. Accordingly, upon the 

Shore, on the west side of the Bay of Gott, I found the Appearance of a great Body of the 

pyritical Ore of Copper, lodged in this Rock. 

 

It is an Ore of a bright yellow, variegated with Green, purple, and other Copper Colours. 

Where I observed it at Day, it did not seem to form any regular Vein. But a Tract of Rocks 

between Twenty [and] thirty Feet wide, are there impregnated with this Ore, which deserves 

to be enquired after. 
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Porphyry 
There is a great Confusion among Mineralists concerning Porphyry, nor has it ever been 

sufficiently distinguished from the Marbles, Granites, and Jaspers, which are the Stones that 

approach nearest to it. The proper Distinction is to be found only in its Composition. The 

Ground of Porphyry is always a coloured opake Quartz, capable of a fine Polish, and charged 

with Particles or Nodules of a different Colour and Substance: most usually Fusible Spar, 

Talc, or the Feldt-Spat of the Germans: but each Sort of Porphyry, seldom contains more than 

one of these Substances. 

 

The most common Sort of Porphyry is the Porphyr rubens Lapillulisalbis, of Wallerius,which 

is the Leucostictos of Pliny. And the only Quarries of it now known, or attended to, are the 

Remains of the Greek [and] Roman Buildings. There is a fine Pannel of it in Edward the 

Confessors Chapel in Westminster 
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Abbey, placed in the Wall, and a large beautifull Table of it at Wilton. 

 

The Porphyry however found in Tirey, is very different from this, and much more beautifull. 

It is the Porphyr rubens, lapillulis nigris of Wallerius, or the true Egyptian Porphyry, of 

which, there are still some Remains in Italy: [and] from the Account given by N. Estéve in 

the Memoirs of the Academy, I take the great antique …5 I found several great Rocks …6 Sea 

Shore, near the Ministers House, upon the North west Coast of Tirey, without any Seams or 

Fissures, and so extremely hard and Solid, that for Want of proper Instruments, I could only 

procure some small Specimens of it. 

 

 
5 part of line missing due to damage to original document 
6 ibid 
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The Ground of the Stone, is a very hard, compact, opake Quartz, of a fine Carnation Colour, 

interspersed with Spangles, of a bright Green Talc. It is susceptible of a fine looking Glass 

Polish, as I have found by Trial, and is a Stone of very great and uncommon Beauty. 

In some of the Rocks, the Talc is of a much darker Colour, and in some, it is entirely black,  

which is generally the Case, in the antique Egyptian Porphyry. 

 

At the above Place in Tirey, there might be Blocks of this Stone purchased, of any Size, [and] 

without a Flaw, fit for Tables, Chimney Pieces, or other Ornaments or Purposes of 

Architecture. 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 


